
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

Maths 

Our focus is on 

multiplication, division and 

statistics and money. The 

children will be able to solve 

problems and explain their 

understanding using 

examples from ‘The White 

Rose’ scheme. In statistics, 

the children will learn about 

bar charts, pie charts and 

tables, interpreting 

information and drawing 

their own to show data. 

English 

We will be studying 

adventure stories, looking at 

‘Ottoline and the Yellow Cat’. 

Children will learn about the 

features of adventure stories 

and then write one of our 

own, incorporating noun 

phrases and using 

connectives and different 

openers. We will also look at 

performance poetry, and 

children will work in groups 

to perform poems to the rest 

of their class. 

Spellings 

 10 spellings each week to 

learn for a test on Friday. 

Music 

Violin/cello lessons (Asia Y3)  

 Singing and instrumental 

music from Charanga ’Three 

Little Birds’ (Europe). 

 

 

Science 

We will learn about science investigations. Children will carry out a number of tests, looking 

at interpreting their results and making a fair test. We will practise controlling variables and 

drawing tables to record results in. 

 

Collective 

Worship 

Our value this term 

is truthfulness.  We 

will hear inspiring 

stories and reflect 

on how this value 

can improve our 

school and society 

and own lives. 

Art 

In art, we will produce art around 

the theme of ‘under the sea’, in 

preparation for the school art show. 

Year three will draw and paint 

pictures of wildlife that lives in our 

oceans. 

RE 

We will focus on the 

gospels and the type 

of world that Jesus 

wanted. We will learn 

about the miracle of 

the healed leper. 

ICT 

Touch typing. We 

will learn about 

the home keys 

and practise our 

typing skills.  

Databases. We 

will learn how to 

draw pie charts. 

 

 

 

 

P.E. 

We will learn different 

traditional country dances, 

and practice moves like the 

‘doh si doh’. Children will co-

operate in larger groups for 

final performances. 

PSHCE 

We will explore issues 

about staying safe, 

learning about people 

who are there to help 

us, how we can 

reduce risk, and tips 

for staying safe. 

 

 

Term 3    Y3 Europe/Asia  

Children in World War Two 

 

Spanish   Colours, describing 

feelings and where we live. 

History 

We will learn about the 

causes of World War 2, and 

the effects on children. 


